
High quality custom made 
packaging solutions 

Why choose Vecom



VECOM’s range of products and technical expertise represents 

synthesis between a wide range of in-house available 

technologies, two decades of experience and creative energy. 

Inovative & Custom Made



Innovative and Conceptual Product Design
Changing customers trends have resulted in shorter product 
life-cycles for many package designs. We are ready to offer 
technological solutions, innovative and conceptual product 
design. 

Prototype & Samples
Sometimes, it is important to have a product sample, 
either in production quality or in a quality suitable for a 
dimensional checkup. We are here to provide you with 
samples in ever shorter time scales.   

Tooling Manufacture
We produce our thermoforming moulds in house, providing 
our customers with maximum flexibility and creativity.  
By this we have ensured shorter production time for the 
final product.

Thermoforming Film
Thermoforming film is the core of our business. We provide 
our customers with PET and HIPS film. At the same time we 
use it for our own thermoforming products.

Thermoformed Packaging
Our thermoformed packaging is custom made, but within 
our product range there are many products that can suit 
different needs. Our clients are mainly from the food 
industry, but they also come from a range of industries 
where packaging is present.

Printing
Automatic offset printing of cylindrical thermoformed 
products in 6 colors will give increased dimension to the 
final product.

Sleeve application
We can apply shrink sleeve labels on final cylindrical 
products, giving it the most sophisticated look available on 
the market.

Your products require special attention. We are here to provide you with a custom made 
solution, protecting the quality of your product from the very first moment. 

The core of our business is: PET film, HIPS film and Thermoformed packaging.
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Complete Resource for PET and HIPS film 
At VECOM our fully integrated facilities ensure superior levels of quality and 
offer a wide range of PET and HIPS products as well as a wide range of 
standard sheet specifications to meet your converting applications. 

We offer high range of PET and HIPS films ranging from films for all food 
packaging applications to the films for non-food application like agriculture etc. 

Co-Ex Capabilities To Enhance Appeal
Here at VECOM, our multi-layer extrusion capabilities bring new levels of 
aesthetics and performance to films. For HIPS it is a high-gloss surface appeal, 
custom colours or enhanced performance features.

PET’s high clarity and gloss add consumer appeal, with no odour or taste 
transmission. Development and extrusion capabilities allow us at VECOM to 
engineer and produce exactly the sheet required to meet specific clients’ needs. 
PET’s excellent stiffness and strength add impact-resistance to packaging. 

Thermoforming Film

At VECOM our thermoforming film business is based on core principles of quality, 

customer service, environmental responsibility and food safety. These principles 

drive continuous development and enable us to provide customers with a high 

quality product to the highest standards of customer service while meeting 

environmental and legislative requirements.

Dimensions we can provide: 

PET film
thicknesses 0.18-0.75mm  
maximum width 650mm

HIPS film
thicknesses 0.20-1.80mm  
maximum width 660mm
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At VECOM we know the importance of high 

quality PET and HIPS film for thermoforming 

applications, both in terms of packaging 

aesthetics and efficient processing, as we 

thermoform it ourselves. 

With non-renewable resources becoming increasingly scarce, the 
environmental impact of packaging is now a major consideration for 
retailers, consumers, food packers / processors and thermoformers. 
That’s why we at VECOM are aiming to use materials that are highly 
recyclable. We apply zero waste policy. 

Our thermoformed packaging meets strict requirements:

  quality preservation

  functionality at minimum material consumption

  ecological

  competitive prices

  attractive design

Our main customers are within 

  food industry (especially biscuit and chocolate production,  
production of dairy products, frozen food industry)

  electrical industry

  agriculture 

  textile industry (exclusive product packaging)

  blister packaging in any type of industry etc. 
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Continuous development of an organization focused in providing the most comprehensive 

range of outsourced services for companies involved in food production. 

Confectionery

Product 
image

Product 
number

width  
(mm) 

Length  
(mm) 

dePth  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

K001 65 195 48 3×80

K002 122 229 25 4×145

K003 68 131 36 3×60

K004 65 178 35 4×70

K005 58 198 49 5×65

K006 130 196 50 900

K007 130 196 43 640

K008 158 200 48 5×160

Product 
image

Product 
number

width  
(mm) 

Length  
(mm) 

dePth  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

K009 90  196 20 5×50

K010 150 246 29.5 15×40

K011 115 227 30 650

K012 95 238 23 440

K013 184 238 26 800

PK013 184 238 50

K014 74 216 44 3×180

K015 74 216 40.5 500
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Product 
image

Product 
number

width  
(mm) 

Length  
(mm) 

dePth  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

K016 95 225 14 10×15

K017 95 225 12 2×85

K018 84 151 35 380

K019 133 133 20 9×20

K020 192 213 20 18×20

K021 74 228 44 6×58

K022 95 225 23 4×95

K023 74 216 36 6×43

Product 
image

Product 
number

width  
(mm) 

Length  
(mm) 

dePth  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

K024 74 228 42 6×70

K025 150 250 26 15×25

K026 63 175 46 400

K027 100 248 20 380

K031 68 238 50 640

K032 139 205 39
8×40 

+ 
4×55

K033 139 205 39 12×55

K034 125 237 50 1000
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Cups and lids are made to standard diameters:  

75mm and 95mm, but other custom-made sizes are available. 

Cups and lids can be printed or with applied shrink sleeve label. 

Cups and Lids

Product 
image

Product 
number

diameter  
(mm) 

baSe  
diameter  

(mm) 

height  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

c001 68 50 70 125

c002 68 45 75 125

c003 70 36.3 70 100

c004 75 58.7 43 100

c005 75 61 25 50

c006 75 59.4 40 100

c007 75 61 46 100

c008 75 40 53 100

c009 75 50 65 125

Product 
image

Product 
number

diameter  
(mm) 

baSe  
diameter  

(mm) 

height  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

c010 75 42 79 140

c011 75 47 82 150

c012 75 49 86 180

c013 75 40 90 180

c014 75 48 79 180

c015 75 48.6 87 180

c016 75 59 73 190

c017 75 50 90 200

c018 75 78 89 200

C U P S
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Product 
image

Product 
number

diameter  
(mm) 

baSe  
diameter  

(mm) 

height  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

c019 75 55 82 200

c020 87 73.6 38 150

c021 87 71 50 200

c022 87 70.5 63 250

c023 95 54 66 200

c024 95 73 75 280

c025 95 77 47 200

Product 
image

Product 
number

diameter  
(mm) 

baSe  
diameter  

(mm) 

height  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

c026 95 60 68 250

c027 95 54 100 400

c028 95 71.7 100 400

c029 95 62 120 450

c030 95 56 74 250

c031 95 65 97 350

Product 
image

Product  
number

diameter  
(mm)

height  
(mm)

P001 75 9

P002 75 17

P003 75 28

P004 87 8.4

P005 95 19

Product 
image

Product  
number

diameter  
(mm)

height  
(mm)

P006 95 70.5

P007 63 13

P008 70 60.3

P009 75 78.6

m009* 75 120

*separation lid between a cup and lid P009

L i d S
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Custom made products provide suitability  

for all specific needs of our clients.

Fruits, Vegetabels and Ice Cream

Product 
image

Product  
number

 width 
(mm) 

Lenghth  
(mm)

height  
(mm)

VoLume  
(ml)

K028 122 170 82 1,100

K029 122 170 48 600

PK028/029 132 180 12

K030 115 245 70 1,000

PK030 122,1 252,6 12.5
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Food Safety 
Management System 
ISO 22000:2005

We have been certified by TÜV SÜD Management Service GmbH 
for the production of PET and HIPS films and thermoforming 
packaging for food industry.

Partners

Our environmental commitment
VECOM is located just 1km from The Special Nature Reserve 
Upper Danube. Therefore, to protect this beautiful nature,  
we are more than devoted to our environmental commitments:

  we use biofuel for heating

  we use drinking water just for drinking

  we use technical water in all our production processes

  we apply zero waste policy.



www.vecom.co.rs

Vecom doo  
Kolutska 5, 25270 Bezdan, Serbia 
tel/fax: +381 25 810 197, +381 25 810 765, +381 25 810 668 
e-mail: info@vecom.co.rs 


